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Figure 1. Site location map 

© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Southampton City Council. LA 1000 19679 2008. 
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1. Summary. 

An evaluation excavation was carried out by Southampton City Council Archaeology 

Unit in advance of redevelopment of land at 81 – 97 Portswood Road, Southampton. A 

number of worked flints were found and six possible linear features were exposed. 

Three were dated by finds to the Romano-British period, two were similar, but undated, 

and one was not excavated. They were interpreted as probable field boundaries. Late 

medieval to post-medieval pottery and building material were recovered from later 

deposits. A soil horizon below the early modern layers probably represents an earlier 

ploughsoil. A single feature was possibly related to a house shown on a 17th century 

map. Soil layers, pits, brick foundations and other features dating from the 19th century 

and possibly the late 18th century were exposed. Two phases of 20th century demolition 

debris and make-up layers were recorded. The evaluation also showed the extent to 

which mid-19th century residential development and two periods of commercial 

development during the 20th century had affected the topography of the site. 

 

2. Introduction 

The Archaeology Unit of Southampton City Council carried out an archaeological 

evaluation excavation at 81 – 97 Portswood Road, Southampton (fig 1) on behalf of 

Orchard Homes & Developments Ltd. The excavation was carried out between 7/5/2008 

and 4/6/2008. The project was managed by P Cottrell. The finds were scanned by Dr AD 

Russel MIFA apart from the worked flints which were scanned by MF Garner AIFA. The 
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maps and plans were prepared by PR Cottrell and G Thompson. The report was edited 

by Dr AD Russel. 

 

The site lay within a Local Area of Archaeological Importance as defined in policy HE6 of 

the City of Southampton Local Plan.  

 

3. Aims of the investigation. 

The evaluation was intended to assess whether archaeological remains survived on the 

site and if they did survive, to indicate their likely nature and date. It was also intended to 

provide evidence so that the scale of the threat posed by redevelopment could be 

gauged, and decisions taken as to the need for further archaeological work. 

 

Only the east half of the site was to be evaluated, as two phases of industrial use of the 

west half were thought to have resulted in destruction of any archaeology in that area. 

 

4. Evaluation methodology. 

The methodology followed that specified in the Scheme of Investigation. The 

archaeological work on site consisted of observation of the machine excavation of the 

trenches followed by hand excavation. Seven trenches were excavated, Nos 2 – 8 (fig 

5). Trench 1 was to be sited north of the site entrance but it lay within a tree protection 

area and was not dug. Modern and early modern deposits were removed by machine 

and the trenches were cleaned and features investigated by hand, apart from trench 5, 

which due to its depth and unstable sides was excavated by machine only and recorded 

from outside the trench. Trench 3 was excavated in two parts, the west half and the east 

end, as the trench sides were too unstable to support the machine to dig in the centre. 

 

All archaeological records were made using the Southampton City Council 

archaeological recording system. The colours of deposits were recorded using the 

Munsell Soil Color Chart and these are used in this report (Munsell Color 1975). The 

archive is stored on Southampton City Council premises. 
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5. Site location and topography. 

The site lies to the west of Portswood Road, south of the commercial centre of 

Portswood. Modern development has altered the natural topography of the site, where 

the ground level slopes down to the south-east. The surrounding area west of 

Portswood Road slopes down gently to the east but east of the road it is generally level. 

The nearest spot heights shown on the OS map are 20.4m OD at the junction of 

Portswood Road and Gordon Avenue, some 60m to the north-east, and 19.8m OD at 

the junction of Alma Road, 55m to the south. 

 

The geological survey map (Ordnance Survey 1987) shows the site to lie on the 

Wittering Formation, laminated clays and sands of the Bracklesham Group. 

 

6. Historical and archaeological background. 

The site is in an area of prehistoric and Roman finds. A prehistoric burial mound 

probably existed to the south, on Bevois Hill, in the grounds of Bevois Mount, the site of 

which was to the north of present-day Lodge Road; the extensive gardens were both 

north and south of the modern road. In about 1770 Dr John Speed recorded that  

 

“a Hill called Bevois Hill, from a legendary tradition that Bevois of Southampton lies 

buried under it…is now part of the beautiful Gardens made by the Earl of 

Peterborough, where the Summer House now stands was a Barrow, and in digging 

the foundations of the Summer House a human Skeleton, with Bones of a large Size, 

was found, but the compass of the foundation reaching no higher than the middle of 

the Thigh Bone, no search was made for the rest of the skeleton” (Davies, 1883). 

 

The location of the summer house is unknown. Speed also noted that the top of the hill 

had formerly been ploughed, and he had heard that Roman coins had been found there.  

 

An accurately surveyed map of the Manor of Portswood, dated 1658, shows that the 

location of the site was in an area of fields. Portswood Road was much narrower and ran 

along the east side of the route it now follows. West of the road was a strip of land 

described as demesne and waste, which appears to have extended onto the east side of 

the site. The area of the site is shown as two fields, divided by an east – west boundary 
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and belonging to Thomas Gill, with a house in the southern field, set back from the 

waste land. 

 

The Royal Engineers’ map of 1846 (fig 2) shows that houses had been built on the east 

part of the site. Most of these survived, as numbers 83, 85, 93 and 95, until the second 

half of the 20th century. The narrow strip of land west of Portswood Road is still vacant.  

 
Figure 2. The Royal Engineers’ Map of 1846 showing the area of the site. 

 
Number 81 had been built by the time of the Ordnance Survey map of 1868. The site of 

number 91 was occupied by a small structure. That had gone by 1910, replaced by a 

larger building further west. These may not have been residential, as number 91 is not 

listed in old street directories. The west part of the site was an orchard in 1846. It had 

been subdivided by 1868 but remained vacant until c1930, when it was developed by 

Lowmans’ Bakery (fig 3). The bakery address and street frontage was at number 91. 

Expansion of the bakery in the 1960s (fig 4) resulted in the demolition of numbers 83 – 
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89, 93 and 95. The bakery closed in the 1980s and the site, together with the site of 

number 81, was redeveloped as Wickes’ builders’ merchants. 

 
Figure 3. The site circa 1948, showing the bakery. 

© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Southampton City Council. LA 1000 19679 2008. 

 

 
Figure 4. The site circa 1966, showing the final extent of the bakery. 
© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Southampton City Council. LA 1000 19679 2008. 
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There have been several archaeological investigations in the vicinity that produced 

prehistoric artefacts, mostly worked flints, and several chance finds (fig 5). To the east, a 

Mesolithic flint blade was found at SOU 420, 1 – 12 Osborne Road (Russel, 1992) and 

burnt flints at SOU 427, 7 – 18 Westridge Road. To the south-west, at Bevois Mount, 

two stone axes were found, one of dolerite, and one of greenstone (fig 5 (1)), and a 

Neolithic polished flint axe was found at 26 Cambridge Road (fig 5 (2)). 

 

Three Roman graves containing small jars and other pottery were discovered in the 

1850s, during the making of Lawn Road (Davies, 1883). Their exact location was not 

recorded but an approximate location is marked on the Ordnance Survey map of 1868 

(fig 5 (3)). Roman cremation urns were also found in the 19th century in Tennyson Road, 

to the east of the site. Unfortunately, the location spot is noted on the museum 

accession register only as Tennyson Road and the precise location is unknown. Areas 

of Roman occupation have been discovered in St Denys (Cottrell, 1999; Smith, 2000), 

together with a complex of oak piles of Roman date on the intertidal mud of the River 

Itchen (Beattie-Edwards, 1999). 

 

 
Figure 5. The site location, showing sites and find spots mentioned in the text. 

© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Southampton City Council. LA 1000 19679 2008. 
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A watching brief, SOU 782, on a site to the west of No 1 Lawn Road (fig 2), revealed a 

buried soil horizon and a feature, both probably of post-medieval date, and two undated 

features, one possibly a ditch (Smith, 1997).  

 

7. Results of the evaluation. 

7.1. Introduction 

Seven trenches were excavated (fig 6). Trench 2 was 14.5m x 1.7m, trench 3 was 18m x 

1.8m, trench 4 was 20m x 1.7m, trench 5 was 16m x 1.8m, trench 6 was 21m x 1.7m, 

trench 7 was 19m x 1.8m and trench 8 was 19m x 1.8m. 

 

 
Figure 6. Trench location plan. 

© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Southampton City Council. LA 1000 19679 2008. 
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7.2. Phase 1: Natural deposits 

The earliest deposits exposed were context 128, yellowish brown clay exposed in trench 

2 and context 228, extremely stony, strong brown clay exposed in trench 5. Both were 

overlaid by gravel, recorded in all trenches. In the centre and south of the site, it was in a 

light brownish grey, clay matrix (contexts 39, 112, 217, 237, 254) and in the north 

(trenches 7 and 8) a yellowish brown, sandy loam matrix (contexts 6, 22, 181). In trench 

2 the gravel was partly overlaid by an area of yellowish brown clay, context 131, and in 

trench 3 by patches of light brownish grey clay, context 58. These deposits were 

interpreted as natural clays and gravels of the Wittering Formation. 

 

In trench 8 context 61 was a shallow depression in the gravel, at least 1m long, over 

300mm wide and 90mm deep and filled by moderately stony, yellowish brown sand, 

context 62. It was interpreted as a natural feature. A small area of slightly stony, 

yellowish brown, sandy loam, context 65, was similar. 

 

The top of the natural deposits sloped gently up to the north-west. The top of the natural 

gravel was at 19.11m OD in the east part of trench 2, 19.48m OD at the south-east end 

of trench 4 and at 19.64m OD near the south end of trench 5. In the north-west part of 

the site the top was at 20.15m OD at the north-west end of trench 6 and 20.22m OD at 

the north-west end of trench 8. 

 

7.3. Phase 2: Prehistoric 

A total of nine worked flints were recovered. Seven were found in features dated to the 

Romano-British period, three in feature 20, three in feature 114 and one in feature 180. 

Two were found in early modern deposits. Four burnt flints were recovered, two from 

feature 180, one from feature 20 and one from feature 212. 

 

7.4. Phase 3: Romano-British 

Feature 20 was a linear feature cutting the natural gravel and located near the south end 

of trench 8. It was aligned east – west with a straight north edge and was at least 1.6m 

wide, over 2.7m long and 640mm deep with a rounded profile (fig 7). The primary fill, 

context 92, was very stony, dark greyish brown, sandy clay. Above it were context 89, 

very slightly stony, grey clay and 88, moderately stony, greyish brown clay with a few 
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fragments of charcoal. The top fill, 21, was moderately stony, dark greyish brown, clay 

loam similar to the overlying layer, 5. Finds recovered from feature 20 included 10 

sherds of Roman pottery, an iron nail, ceramic building material and stone. 

 

 
Figure 7. West-facing section of ditch 20 

 

 
Figure 8. Southern terminal of ditch 114 
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Feature 114 was located in trench 6 (fig 8). It cut the natural gravel and was 1.15m wide, 

at least 1.6m long and 500mm deep. It had a rounded profile and a curved south edge 

that appeared to form the terminal of a linear feature aligned roughly north – south. The 

primary fill, context 154, was slightly stony, greyish brown, silty clay overlaid by context 

115, slightly stony, yellowish brown silty clay loam with a few flecks of charcoal. Two 

sherds of Roman pottery were recovered from the fills. 

 

Feature 212 was a linear feature cutting the natural gravel located in trench 6, north-

west of 114. It was aligned SSW – NNE, and was cut by a modern service trench. It was 

1.03m wide, over 1.1m long and 750mm deep, with a rounded bottom (fig 10). The 

primary fill, context 236, was moderately stony, pale brown, sandy clay, overlaid in turn 

by slightly stony, greyish brown sandy clay (235), slightly stony, pale brown, sandy clay 

(213) and moderately stony, light yellowish brown, silty clay loam (234). A single sherd 

of Roman pottery and two fragments of Roman ceramic building material were 

recovered from the fills. 

 

 
Figure 9.  North-facing section of ditch 212. 

 

7.5. Undated, Phase 4 

A number of features contained no dating evidence. 
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Figure 10. Location of dated and probable Romano-British ditches. 

© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Southampton City Council. LA 1000 19679 2008. 
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Trench 2 

Feature 129 was a small, circular feature that cut layer 131 in trench 2. It was 190mm 

wide and 140mm deep with steep sides and a rounded base. The fill, 130, was very 

slightly stony, dark, greyish brown, silty clay loam mottled with reddish yellow. It 

contained a few small fragments of cinder, possibly derived from the overlying layer, 

132. It was probably a large stake-hole. 

 

Trench 4 

Feature 288 was exposed in the north side of trench 4. It cut the natural gravel and was 

880mm wide and 240mm deep with a rounded profile. Its edges were aligned north-west 

– south-east and it may have been a linear feature. The fill, context 263, was slightly 

stony, light brownish grey, sandy clay. No finds were recovered from it. It was overlaid 

by context 262, a thin deposit of very stony, grey sandy clay that may have been a 

remnant of a former overlying layer that had slumped into the feature. The depth, width 

and profile of feature 288 suggest that it may have been a similar feature to the Roman 

linear features, truncated by later ploughing. 

 

Feature 294 was observed near the south-east end of trench 4. It was defined by a 

straight boundary between the fill, 258, and the natural stony clay, 254. Context 258 was 

extremely stony, light brownish grey clay with patches of yellowish brown. After heavy 

rain this part of the trench remained flooded and further investigation was not possible. 

However the straight edge and the appearance of the fill suggest that this may have 

been a linear feature, possibly a ditch. 

 

Trench 6 

Feature 178 was a shallow, roughly oval feature exposed in trench 6. It cut the natural, 

112 and was 680mm long, 640mm wide and 140mm deep. The fill, 179, was slightly 

stony, yellowish brown, loamy sand. The overlying deposits had been removed by 

machine so it was not clear whether it was cut through or sealed by the overlying layer, 

113. Traces of similar features were observed in the trench sections on either side of 

178 and they were interpreted as possible wheel ruts.  

 

Feature 180 in trench 6 was a shallow, irregular L-shaped depression 160mm deep in 

the natural gravel to the south of feature 114. The fill, 111, was slightly stony, yellowish 

brown, sandy silt loam with a few flecks of burnt clay. A flint flake was recovered from it. 
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Trench 7 

Feature 231 was exposed in the south side of trench 7. It was 2.4m wide and extended 

550mm across the trench, with a rounded north edge. The north edge and west side 

were steeply sloped but the east side was gently sloped. It was at least 600mm deep but 

was not fully excavated due to the high water table after heavy rain.  It may have been a 

pit, or the northern terminal of a linear feature aligned roughly NW – SE. The earliest fill, 

context 241, was moderately stony, pale brown, silty clay loam with common charcoal 

inclusions. Above it were contexts 233, slightly stony, grey, silty clay with few charcoal 

flecks, and 232, slightly stony, brownish yellow, sandy silt loam with few charcoal flecks. 

No finds were recovered. 

 

7.6. Phase 5: Medieval  

No features or deposits were dated to the medieval period but residual late medieval 

finds, mainly pottery and ceramic building material, were recovered from later deposits. 

 

7.7. Phases 6 – 8: Post-medieval to early modern soil layers 

Several layers were interpreted as buried soils that sealed the Roman features and had 

probably developed through the medieval, post-medieval and early modern periods, 

prior to development in the 19th century.  

 

Trench 2 

In trench 2, the natural clay, 131, was overlaid by context 132, a layer of moderately 

stony, dark grey, silt loam c250mm thick containing small fragments of brick, tile and 

cinder. The top was at c19.50m OD. 

 

Trench 3 

In trench 3, the natural, 39, was overlaid by context 44, very stony, dark greyish brown, 

silt loam c400mm thick, with fragments of brick, mortar and slate. However most of the 

layer had been removed by later activity. A similar deposit 100mm thick, context 87, was 

exposed at the west corner of the trench. 

 

Trench 4 

At the south-east end of trench 4, the natural stony clay was overlaid by context 253, 

dark, greyish brown, silty clay loam. The top was at 19.56m OD and it was c200mm 
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thick. Context 261, in the central part of trench 4, was moderately stony, olive brown clay 

loam c80mm thick, with the top at 19.72m OD. It overlaid the natural and sealed the 

possible ditch, 288. At the north-west end of trench 4 the natural stony clay was overlaid 

by context 279, slightly stony, dark greyish brown, sandy silt loam. The top was at 

20.12m OD and it was 350mm thick. No finds were recovered from these layers. 

 

Trench 5 

In trench 5, context 221 was moderately stony, brown clay loam. The top was at 

c20.10m OD and it was c500mm thick. No finds were recovered from it. 

 

Trench 6 

Context 113, in the central part of trench 6, was very slightly stony, dark greyish brown, 

silty clay loam that overlaid the fill of feature 114 and extended further south-east. The 

top was at c20.05m OD and it was c100mm thick Two sherds of flowerpot were 

recovered from it. 

 

Context 244, in the north-west part of trench 6, was slightly stony, brown, silty clay loam 

with a few fragments of brick and charcoal. The top was at c20.35m OD and it was 

c200mm thick. It overlaid the fill of feature 212. No finds were recovered from it. 

 

Trench 7 

Contexts 155, 156 and 158 were adjoining areas of stony, dark greyish brown, sandy silt 

loam with charcoal fragments that were c50mm thick and overlaid the natural gravel in 

the south-west part of trench 7. They probably comprised one deposit. No finds were 

recovered from them.  

 

Context 94 overlaid the natural gravel and contexts 155, 156 and 158. It was moderately 

stony, brown, silty clay loam c400mm thick, with fragments of burnt clay and charcoal. 

The top was at 20.36m OD in the south-west part of the trench and at 20.28m OD at the 

centre. A variation in the deposit, context 95, was very stony, brown, loamy sand. Finds 

recovered from 94 included pottery, ceramic building material and clay pipe fragments 

ranging in date from mid-18th century to the late 19th century.  
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Trench 8 

Layer 5 in trench 8 was moderately stony, brown, silty clay loam c450mm thick overlying 

the natural gravel. It was present over the whole length of the trench. The top sloped 

down gently from 20.62m OD at the north-west end of the trench to 20.22m OD at the 

south-east end. Finds recovered from it included pottery, ceramic building material and 

glass ranging in date from late medieval to the 19th century.  

 

The buried soil layers were uneven but like the natural deposits showed a slight slope up 

to the north-west, ranging from 19.56m OD at the south-east end of trench 4 to 20.62m 

OD at the north-west end of trench 8.  

 

7.8. Phase 6: Post-medieval 

Trench 5 

Feature 207 was observed during machining of trench 5. It cut layer 221 and was 

aligned roughly east – west. It was approximately 400mm wide and 500mm deep with 

vertical sides. A large, rectangular piece of West Country slate lay flat at the base of the 

feature. Above it were two layers of broken and half bricks and fragments of slate and 

stone rubble that did not extend into the north-west baulk of the trench. The fill, 208, was 

moderately stony, brown, clay loam. The bricks recovered were post-medieval. The 

location of trench 5 is within the area thought to be the approximate site of the house 

shown on the 1658 map of Portswood and feature 207 may have been a remnant of a 

foundation associated with it.  

 

Trench 7 

Feature 248 was observed cutting the natural in the south-east facing section of trench 

7, at the approximate centre of the trench. It was c1.46m wide and c200mm deep with 

gently sloping sides. The fill, 249, was slightly stony, dark grey, clay loam with a few 

charcoal flecks and small brick fragments. A fragment of post-medieval roof tile and a 

fragment of a clay pipe dating from the early to mid-18th century were found. This was 

interpreted as a possible shallow ditch. 

 

Trench 8 

Feature 48, at the south-east end of trench 8, was a linear feature, probably a ditch, 

aligned north – south. Only the west edge was exposed so its full width was not seen, 
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however it was at least 700mm wide and 550mm deep. The west side sloped at about 

45° to a flat bottom. The primary fill, 51, was moderately stony, dark, yellowish brown 

silty clay loam. Above it were contexts 50, slightly stony, brown, silty clay loam and 49, 

slightly stony, very dark, greyish brown sandy silt loam. A clay pipe fragment of early to 

mid-18th century date was recovered from fill 49. 

 

Feature 69 was a pit cutting layer 5, exposed near the south-east end of trench 8. It was 

irregular in plan, although roughly rectangular, and extended beyond the south-west 

edge of the trench. It was at least 1.1m long, over 750mm wide and 680mm deep, with 

steeply sloping sides and an uneven bottom. The primary fill, 76, was very slightly stony, 

grey clay with lenses of iron pan and contained a fragment of Roman brick and a 

fragment of coal. Above it, fill 75 was similar clay, without iron pan, that contained a 

fragment of late medieval roof tile and a fragment of West Country slate. Above it, fill 71 

was very stony, dark grey silt loam containing small fragments of daub or soft brick. The 

top fill, 70, was slightly stony, very dark grey sandy silt loam, which was probably part of 

the overlying layer, 4, slumped into the pit. It contained fragments of 19th to 20th century 

brick, pottery and glass 

 

Feature 82 was a shallow irregular depression near the centre of trench 8, 1.35m wide, 

over 1.55m long and 60mm deep. It cut the natural gravel and was sealed by layer 5. 

The fill, 64, was moderately stony, dark greyish brown, sandy loam with small fragments 

of coal and burnt clay. A clay pipe fragment of early to mid-18th century date was 

recovered from the top of the fill. This may have been a natural feature, with inclusions 

derived from layer 5 due to bioturbation. 

 

7.9. Phase 7: Early modern, late 18th century – early 19th century 

Trench 3 

Feature 46 was a pit cutting layer 44 at the north side of trench 3. Its plan form was 

unclear and it extended beyond the north side of the trench. It was 1.34m long, at least 

750mm wide and over 800mm deep. It was not fully excavated. The earliest fill, 78, was 

a group of large stones and beach cobbles laid flat in the west half of the pit with smaller 

stones wedged upright. The larger stones were a fragment of hard limestone 340mm 

long and 200mm wide with two flat surfaces at 90°, probably re-used building stone, and 

a water-worn boulder of hard but unidentified stone, 380mm long and 260mm wide. 
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Several flat fragments of limestone and slate rubble were wedged upright between and 

around them. East of these was a group of rounded beach cobbles. Context 77 formed 

the fill of the east half of the pit and also the soil between and around the stones. It was 

very stony, dark grey, silty clay loam containing fragments of limestone rubble, brick, tile, 

slate, lime mortar, coal and charcoal. Finds from it included pottery dated to the late 18th 

and early 19th centuries, post-medieval brick and a clay pipe fragment of mid – late 18th 

century date.  

 

In the west part of the pit context 78 was overlaid partly by part of fill 77, 150mm thick, 

and partly by a second stone deposit, 45. This was 420mm wide and c700mm thick. It 

consisted of an assortment of stone, mostly rubble, including Purbeck and Caen 

limestone, thick fragments of slate, flint, and beach cobbles. One rectangular dressed 

limestone block was exposed in the section. The stones were not laid but had been 

deposited at various angles. Parts of the deposit had been roughly bonded with a hard, 

white, lime mortar and the deposit was roughly capped with hard sandy mortar. The 

stones and mortar presented a roughly vertical face on both the east and west sides of 

the deposit. Fill 77 butted the stones on the east side and was overlaid at the top of the 

feature by context 91, slightly stony, very dark grey, silt loam with fragments of brick and 

mortar. 

 

Feature 46 was interpreted as a possible garden feature associated with the houses that 

had been built in the south part of the site by 1846. The assortment of stone included re-

used building material and it is probable that at least some of it may have derived from 

the house shown on the 1658 map. Some of the slate rubble was similar to fragments 

from feature 207 in trench 5. The finds date from the 18th and early 19th centuries, 

consistent with a feature earlier than 1846. 

 

Context 85 was a shallow irregular depression that cut layer 87 at the west end of trench 

3. It was over 1m long, over 400mm wide and 150mm deep. The primary fill, 86, was 

slightly stony, very dark grey, silty clay loam 50mm thick with a few small fragments of 

brick and slate, overlaid by 54, yellowish brown clay loam 150mm thick with small 

fragments of brick.  
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7.10. Phase 8: Early modern, 19th century development 

Trench 2 

At the north side of trench 2, feature 143 cut the natural clay, 39. It measured c700mm 

east – west, at least 180mm north – south and was 250mm deep at the centre. The 

primary fill, at the sides, was context 173, slightly stony, dark greyish brown, sandy silt 

loam. The central fill, 144, was slightly stony, very dark grey, silt loam, probably the fill of 

a post-pipe. It contained 19th century green bottle glass. The feature was interpreted as 

a post-hole. The final fill was dated to the 19th century but the feature may have been 

earlier. It was overlaid by context 132. 

 

At the east end of trench 2 was a service trench, 147, aligned roughly north – south and 

containing a red ceramic drain pipe (146), probably of 19th century date. 

 

Trench 3 

Layer 57 was dark grey, silt loam c250mm thick that overlaid fill 54 and the natural, 39, 

at the west end of trench 3. It was cut by a flat-bottomed feature 200mm deep, context 

296. Its east edge was removed by machine but the feature was aligned roughly north – 

south. It extended northwards 950mm from the west corner of the trench and was at 

least 300mm wide. The feature contained context 55, a row of 5 limestone slabs laid flat. 

They were of uneven thickness but the top surfaces were worn smooth and flat. Two 

similar stones in the spoil had probably come from this context. Four slabs were 

recovered, all of different stone. One was Bembridge limestone, one was Quarr, one  

was Purbeck and one was Portland. Below the slabs was a thin layer of grey mortar with 

inclusions of brick crumbs and coal or charcoal. The slabs were overlaid by a layer of 

red bricks, 56. They were laid side to side as headers and were overlaid by a thin layer 

of mortar, some of which was also between the bricks. At the north end of the row of 

slabs, 55, was a single brick which was bonded to the overlying bricks of 56. This 

deposit may have formed a path or step and part of the threshold of a building, possibly 

one of the small terrace of cottages shown on the 1846 map. The position of the west 

end of trench 3 coincided approximately with front of this terrace. The stone slabs may 

have been re-used, possibly from the earlier house on the site.  

 

Near the centre of trench 3, west of the unexcavated section, context 35 was exposed at 

the base of the trench, 1.7m below the modern surface. It was hard, extremely stony, 
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very dark grey, silt loam with a few fragments of brick and slate. It was not investigated 

for safety reasons. 

 

At the east end of trench 3, close to the street frontage, a group of brick features was 

exposed below the soil of the bank. These comprised two parallel walls aligned parallel 

to the road, 270 to the west and 273 to the east. They were 940mm apart and at least 

1.8m long. They were linked by a third wall, 271, at 90° to them. Their inner faces were 

cement rendered. The tops of the walls had been removed to 19.24m OD, and capped 

with a slab of reinforced concrete, 276. This had later been cut away in line with the west 

face of wall 273 and also c450mm further east, close to the end of the trench. The areas 

between the walls were filled with yellow sand, 275, that came to the level of the top of 

the concrete. This was not excavated but probing located a hard surface 1.38m below 

the top of wall 271. At the east end of the trench the cut edge of the concrete was butted 

by context 277, very stony, very dark grey loam containing fragments of brick, concrete 

and china. The brick features possibly dated to the late 19th century or early 20th century. 

Their location coincides approximately with the fronts of numbers 85 and 87 and falls 

within the former waste land at the west side of the road. The properties had been 

extended into this area by 1868. No structures are shown in this location on the old OS 

maps and it is possible that these represent low structures such as coal stores, erected 

later than the houses and never recorded on maps. 

 

Contexts 282 and 283 were exposed by machining at the base of the east part of trench 

3, west of the brick features and c1.8m below the modern surface. They were not 

excavated. They were cut by a modern service trench, 280, containing a concrete-

encased service. Context 282, to the east of 280, was moderately stony, very dark grey 

silty clay loam with a few very small fragments of brick. Context 283, west of 280, was 

very stony, very dark greyish brown silty clay loam with a few very small fragments of 

brick and flecks of charcoal. Only a small area of each was exposed. These may have 

been early modern soil deposits but were possibly the backfill of the service trench. 

 

Trench 4 

In the north-west half and centre of trench 4 the buried soils 279 and 261 were overlaid 

by context 192, moderately stony, very dark grey, silty clay loam up to 600mm thick. The 

top of the layer sloped down to the south-east, from c20.4m OD at the north-west end of 

the trench, to c19.8m OD at the centre. Towards the south-east end of the trench the 
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buried soil 253 was overlaid by layer 252, slightly stony, very dark greyish brown, silty 

clay loam. The top was at c20.05m OD and it was 280mm thick. These were probably 

garden soils. Layer 192 was largely within the site of number 83 Portswood Road. Layer 

252 was within the former site of number 81, which was built after 1868 and was 

previously part of the grounds of Spear Hall. The differences between the similarly 

stratified layers are probably due to differences in cultivation.  

 

In the south-east part of the trench layer 252 was cut by a large feature, 251. This was 

2.6m long and 700mm deep. The fill, 247, was a mixed deposit of black silt loam and 

very stony, brown sandy clay loam with large fragments of brick. The function of feature 

251 was unknown but was probably related to the 19th century development of the site of 

number 81. Fill 247 and layer 192 to the north-west were cut by a foundation trench, 

245, containing a brick foundation, 246, aligned east – west and identified as the north 

wall of number 81. A thin layer of mortar, context 250, overlaid 247 and context 291, the 

backfill of the foundation trench.  

 

A rectangular-profiled channel, 259, cut the natural north-west of the wall. It was lined 

with bricks set on edge and capped with bricks laid across it. It was aligned roughly 

north – south and was interpreted as a brick-lined drain, probably associated with 

number 83. 

 

Trench 5 

No layers dateable to the early modern period were observed in trench 5. Three features 

were observed in the base of the trench. They were recorded from the trench side and 

not investigated further. Finds were recovered from machined spoil. 

 

Feature 201 was located close to the north-east end of the trench. It was rectangular in 

plan and aligned east – west. It measured c1.2m north – south and extended about the 

same distance across the trench. The fill, 202, was moderately stony, very dark grey, silt 

loam with fragments of brick, tile and slate. Feature 203 was located 6.6m from the 

north-east end of the trench. It extended across the trench at about 90° to the trench 

alignment and was 1.2m wide. The fill, 204, was slightly stony, dark grey, silty clay loam 

with small fragments of slate. Feature 205 was near the south end of the trench. It was 

rectangular in plan, aligned east – west, about 1.1m wide and extended about 800mm 

across the trench. The fill, 206, was moderately stony, very dark grey, silt loam with 
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fragments of brick, and tile. Pottery dating from the 19th century and possibly the 20th 

century was recovered from all three features which were probably rubbish pits. 

 

Trench 6 

Layer 110 was present over most of trench 6. It was slightly stony, very dark grey, silt 

loam containing flecks of charcoal and brick. It was 150mm to 700mm thick and overlaid 

layers 113 and 224. The top was at c20.50 – 20.55m OD in the north-west half of the 

trench and sloped down sharply at the centre to c20.25m OD, and was at c20.05m OD 

at the south-east end. It was interpreted as the garden soil of numbers 89 and 91. The 

change in thickness of the deposit appears to have coincided approximately with the 

former boundary between those properties. 

 

Trench 7 

Context 94 was overlaid by 93, layer of dark soil up to c600mm thick. The top was 

uneven, at 20.45m OD – 20.6m OD. It varied in colour, texture and stone abundance 

and was interpreted as a deposit of garden soil, associated with the occupation of 

numbers 93 and 95. Inclusions of brick, coal and charcoal were noted, together with 

fragments of concrete, probably indicative of 20th century disturbance.  

 

Three brick wall foundations were recorded. All consisted of red bricks. At the north-east 

end of the trench was wall 11, aligned east – west and probably part of number 95. In 

the central part of the trench, walls 162 and 167 were parallel, aligned north – south and 

c2.7m apart. These probably related to an outbuilding at the rear of number 93.  

 

Feature 96 was a pit, at least 620mm x 240mm, exposed at the south side of the trench. 

The fill, 97, was very dark grey sand and ash, with fragments of coal and brick. A 

fragment of slag and a fragment of clay pipe dating from the mid – late 18th century were 

recovered from it. 

 

Trench 8 

Context 4 was slightly stony, very dark grey, sandy silt loam up to 340mm thick. It 

overlaid layer 5 over most of trench 8 and contained pottery, glass, building material and 

metal dating from the 19th and 20th centuries. The top was at c20.48 – 20.6m OD. It was 

interpreted as a soil layer, associated with the horticultural use of this part of the site, 

which lay to the west of the 19th century residential properties and is shown as an 
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orchard on the 1846 map. The finds assemblage may have derived partly from small 

buildings that appear on the 1846 and 1868 maps but had gone by 1896. However the 

presence of 20th century material suggests later disturbance, probably during the original 

development of the bakery. 

 

7.9. Phase 9: Modern 

Trench 2 

Context 150 was a service trench exposed at the east end of trench 2. It contained an 

iron pipe aligned east – west. It had been cut by a later feature, 116. An iron pipe on the 

same alignment was exposed in trench 6. It was probably a water main associated with 

the former bakery. Feature 116 was large feature with an uneven bottom that cut layer 

132 and extended along the length of trench 2 from near the east end, where its east 

edge had been cut by a later service trench. It was filled by contexts 133, 136 and 151, 

flint gravel in a strong brown, sandy clay matrix (hereinafter referred to as “hoggin”). In 

the centre of the trench this was overlaid by context 137, stony, very dark grey loam that 

was partly interleaved with the hoggin and was probably deposited at the same time. 

Feature 116 was interpreted as site clearance or level reduction for the expansion of the 

bakery.  

 

The hoggin layers and 137 were cut by two foundation trenches, 125 and 139, both 

aligned north – south. Each contained a concrete foundation (124, 141) and the bases of 

two parallel brick walls (126, 140). These were identified as the east and west walls of a 

building shown on the 1966 OS map (fig 4). A thin spread of mortar, 153, overlying 137, 

was probably associated with its construction. Above 153 between the two walls was 

another layer of hoggin, 138. Above this on the south side of trench 2 was context 33, a 

layer of reinforced concrete c400mm thick, probably the floor of the building.  

 

The demolition of the building was represented by two brick rubble deposits, 135 and 

295, adjacent to walls 126 and 140 respectively. These were overlaid by contexts 32, 

limestone chippings c700mm thick and 31, a tarmac surface. At the east edge of the 

tarmac was a concrete kerb bedded on concrete. East of this was a thin layer of stone 

chippings, 134, cut by a modern service trench, 121, and overlaid by context 60, the soil 

forming the grassed bank at the street frontage. These were deposits related to the car 
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park and landscaping of the Wickes DIY store. The tarmac surface was at 20.51m OD at 

the north-west end of the trench and 20.27m OD at the east edge of the car park. 

 

Trench 3 

Context 47 was a layer c400mm thick of mixed very stony soils, predominantly dark 

grey, with common fragments of brick, tile, slate, mortar and concrete. It was exposed in 

trench 3 west of feature 46. It butted the stones, 45 and directly overlaid the natural, 39, 

except at the west end of the trench, where it overlaid the bricks, 56. It probably 

represents the site clearance and demolition phase prior to the extension of the bakery. 

 

Contexts 38 and 37 were the foundation trench and concrete foundation for a north – 

south brick wall, 36, the same as wall 140 in trench 2. East of the wall was context 34, a 

layer of hoggin c600mm thick overlying layer 35. Above it was the reinforced concrete 

floor, 33, which butted the wall. This was also present for 1.3m west of the wall, the 

truncated remains of which were 100mm higher than the concrete. The top of the 

concrete was at 20.28m OD. West of the concrete slab and slightly overlapped by it was 

layer 43, a deposit of brick and mortar rubble mixed with dark grey soil and patches of 

hoggin. This was c200mm thick where it met the concrete but the top of the deposit rose 

to the west to a maximum thickness of c400mm whereas the bottom, over layer 47, was 

roughly level. This was interpreted as a deposit of rubble and debris from the site 

clearance for the bakery extension. Its location coincides with the triangular area shown 

on the 1966 OS map (fig 4). 

 

Layer 43 was cut by a service trench, 40, aligned north – south and containing a 

concrete-encased service, probably associated with the Wickes store, and both 43 and 

33 overlaid by the stone chippings, 32, and tarmac, 31, that formed the car park surface. 

This was at 20.85m OD at the north-west end of the trench and 20.75m OD at the centre 

of the trench. 

 

Trench 4 

A wide modern trench, 289, aligned east – west and probably containing more than one 

service, crossed the trench obliquely to the north-west of wall 246. It was probably 

associated with the expansion of the bakery, as its location suggests it was dug after the 

demolition of numbers 83 – 89. The fill, 290, was overlaid by a deposit of brick and 

mortar rubble 300mm – 400mm thick that also overlaid context 192. This was probably 
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rubble from the demolition. The rubble was cut by a service trench, 194, aligned NW – 

SE and 1.4m wide. The fill, 195, and the rubble were overlaid by a layer of hoggin, 191, 

that formed the base for context 186, a layer of reinforced concrete 200mm thick, that 

formed the yard surface of the extended bakery and also butted wall 246. The top of the 

concrete was at 20.58m OD at the north-west end of the trench and at 20.34 in the 

centre. 

 

The concrete was cut by a later service trench, 189, near the north-west end of trench 4. 

This was aligned north – south and was 1.3m wide. In the south-east part of the trench 

two service trenches, 284 and 286, crossed the trench within the former footprint of 

number 81, cutting layer 252. The fills of these features and the concrete surface were 

overlaid by context 2, limestone chippings 300mm – 600mm thick. This was capped by 

the modern surface of concrete 400mm thick at the north-west end of the trench, and 

tarmac over the rest of the trench. The modern surface was at 22.08m OD at the north-

west end of the trench and at 21.18m OD at the south-east end. 

 

Trench 5 

The buried soil, 221, was overlaid by a thick deposit of moderately stony, very dark grey, 

silt loam. This also overlaid the natural in the north part of the trench. It was numbered 

216 in the north half of the trench and 220 in the south half. It was 600mm – 1m thick 

and the top sloped up to the south. It contained fragments of brick, tile, slate, concrete, 

metal, glass, coal and china and was interpreted as a deposit associated with the site 

clearance for the bakery extension. It was overlaid in turn by hoggin 700mm thick (215) 

and concrete (214) 200mm thick, the former bakery yard surface The top of the concrete 

was at 20.92m OD at the north-east end of the trench and at 21.10m OD at the centre. 

Context 293 was a layer of very stony dark grey loam c100mm thick located west of the 

concrete at the same level. This may have been a flower bed or grassed area. Two 

service trenches, 218 and 229, cut layer 215 and were sealed by layer 293 and the 

concrete. 

 

At the west end of the trench, feature 23 cut layer 220. It contained a concrete 

foundation, 224, exposed in the west section. The top was 1.7m below the modern 

surface. It supported a brick wall, 225, aligned north south. The top of this was c450mm 

below the modern surface at the west end of the trench but had been cut away to a 
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depth of about a metre further north. Its location coincided approximately with the 

position of a north – south wall of the bakery, shown on the 1966 OS map (fig 4).  

 

The truncated top of wall 225 was butted by a brick rubble deposit, 226 and overlaid by 

brick rubble, 222, both probably from its demolition, and by context 227, a layer of 

hoggin 250mm thick. Above them were the limestone chippings (2) and concrete (1) 

forming the present surface, which was at 21.36m OD at the north-east end and at 

21.50m OD at the south-west end. 

 

Trench 6 

The buried soils were cut by feature 242, a service trench aligned roughly east – west 

containing a 2” iron or steel pipe. This was on a similar alignment to feature 150 in 

trench 2. 

 

In the north-west part of trench 6 layer 110 was overlaid by context 297, dark soil 

150mm thick mixed with brick rubble, probably a deposit associated with the site 

clearance for the bakery extension. Above this was context 300, a layer of concrete 

c200mm thick. The top was at c20.87m OD. Above this was context 298, a layer of very 

stony soil c400mm thick mixed with brick and concrete rubble, at the north-west end of 

the trench. It was partly overlapped by context 299, a layer of reinforced concrete 

c400mm thick, the top of which was at c21.25m OD. It was cut by a north – south 

service trench, feature 210, dated to the final phase of activity. In the rest of the trench, 

south-east of 210, layer 110 was overlaid by context 104, hoggin up to 600mm thick. 

This was overlaid by context 103, reinforced concrete 300mm thick, about 300mm 

higher than concrete 300 in the north-west part of the trench but at a similar level to the 

top of concrete 299. The top of 103 sloped down from c21.17m OD to c20.85 at te 

south-east end of the trench. A thin layer of concrete at the same level capped the fill of 

210 between 299 and 103. This sequence suggests that the lower concrete layer, 300, 

may have been related to the first phase of the bakery site and layers 299 and 103 

represented the concrete surface of the second phase, cut by service trench 210.  

 

In the centre of trench 6 layer 104 was cut by a north – south service trench, 265. The fill 

was sealed by the concrete, 103. Just to the south-east layer 104 was also cut by 

feature 267, the cut for a brick inspection chamber. It appeared to cut 103 also but it is 

more likely that the brickwork was built first and was butted by the concrete.  
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At the south-east end of trench 6 the machine exposed a deep feature, 105. It was 

machined to a depth of 2m below the surface and the trench sides were very unstable 

so it was recorded from the trench side. It contained the base of a brick wall, 106, 

aligned NE – SW. It was 230mm wide and built of modern bricks. The south-east face 

was cement rendered. The fill of 105 north-west of the wall, context 107, was very stony, 

dark greyish brown, sandy silt loam. The fill south-east of the wall was brick rubble 

mixed with concrete and plastic debris. A layer of concrete c600mm thick, context 301, 

overlaid the brickwork, extending c500mm to the north-west of it and c150mm to the 

south-east. It was unclear whether this was a later insertion over the demolished 

remnant of the wall, or contemporary with it, possibly a floor. The south edge of concrete 

301 was obscured and it was not possible to see whether it had been cut away. It was 

butted by the rubble fill, 108. A deposit of pale yellow sand mixed with building debris 

overlaid 108 and the south edge of the concrete. On the north-west side feature 105 

appeared to cut layers 103 and 104, although it is possible that they actually butted 

concrete 301. This feature was interpreted as a structure, probably associated with the 

second phase of the bakery but possibly earlier. There is no structure shown on the old 

OS maps at this location. The south-east end of trench 6 was within the boundary of 

number 89 until the 1960s expansion of the bakery. The 1966 OS map places the 

location at the north-west side of the roughly triangular area in the centre of the later 

yard. The brick feature may have been a holding tank for site drainage.  

 

The final phase of development was represented by limestone chippings, 99 and 102, 

overlaid by a thin layer of concrete, 99, and tarmac, 98, in the south-east part of the 

trench and by concrete, 101, in the north-west part. Service trench 210, mentioned 

above, probably dated from this phase. The modern surface was at 21.55m OD at the 

north-west end of the trench and 20.99m OD at the south-east end. 

 

Trench 7 

Feature 26 in the north-east part of trench 7 was a depression c400mm deep cut 

through layer 93 to the top of the natural gravel. The lowest fill, 25, was yellowish brown 

silty clay loam 100mm thick. Above it context 19 was a deposit of brick and mortar 

rubble c250mm thick. To the east of 19 was context 18, dark soil with fragments of brick, 

tile, slate and concrete, overlaid by 17, a mixed deposit of dark soil, gravel and sand with 

fragments of concrete, brick, tile, wood and asbestos cement sheet. These deposits 
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were probably associated with the demolition of numbers 93 and 95 and site clearance 

for the bakery expansion.  

 

Feature 13 was a foundation trench containing concrete foundation, 14, and a brick 

footing, 15, aligned east – west. This probably related to the building shown in the north-

east part of the site on the 1966 OS map (fig 4). 

 

Contexts 15, and 19 were overlaid by context 10, hoggin up to 400mm thick that 

extended over most of the trench and was probably related to levelling of the site during 

the bakery expansion. It was overlaid by contexts 2, limestone chippings up to 400mm 

thick and 1, concrete c200mm thick forming the present surface, which was at 21.38m 

OD at the south-west end of the trench and 20.90m OD at the north-east end.  

 

Trench 7 was crossed obliquely by three modern service trenches aligned east – west. 

Feature 182 was c1.2m deep from the present surface and contained the mains electric 

supply. The fill was overlaid by layer 10 so it probably dated from the bakery expansion. 

Feature 29 was c800mm deep and contained the main water supply. Feature 23 was 

c900mm deep and contained telecommunications cables. 

 

Trench 8 

Context 4, the horticultural soil layer, appears to have been heavily disturbed during the 

original development of the bakery, probably during levelling of the site. It was overlaid 

by context 7, an uneven layer of compressed rubble and soil up to 350mm thick and 8, 

hoggin up to 150mm thick that formed the bedding for a layer of concrete, 3. These were 

probably related to the development of the bakery. 

 

A foundation trench, 73, for a brick wall, 74, cut layer 4. The wall was aligned roughly 

north – south and butted by the concrete, 3. Its location coincides closely with the west 

wall of a building shown on the 1933 OS map. 

 

The concrete was overlaid by contexts 2, limestone chippings 150mm thick, and 1, 

concrete 200mm thick forming the most recent yard surface which was at 21.54m OD at 

the north-west end of the trench and 21.26m OD at the south-east end.  
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7.10. Finds 

Flint 

The Worked Flint by MF Garner 

A total of nine worked flints were recovered from seven contexts. All were flakes and 

they included no tools or other diagnostic pieces. The flakes comprised 2 primary flakes, 

3 secondary, 3 tertiary, and 1 fragment. Most, if not all, had been struck from pebbles. 

Several had edge damage that may have been caused by ploughing. This was a mixed 

residual assemblage and can not be dated. 

 

Roman 

The Roman Pottery by A D Russel 

Twelve sherds of Roman pottery were recovered. All had suffered considerable erosion 

since deposition and the sherds have lost most of their surfaces, probably dissolved in 

the ground water. The pottery will be discussed by feature.  

 

Ditch 20 

Fill 88 produced Samian, grog-tempered ware and greyware. The Samian sherd comes 

from the rim of a bowl, possibly a Dragendorff form 31. It would have been made before 

250AD. Also present were two sherds of grog-tempered ware, now broken into four 

sherds. This distinctive pottery is thought to have come into production in about 250AD, 

and continued to be made until the very end of the Roman period c400AD. The sherds 

come from a thick walled, rounded vessel, perhaps a cooking pot or a storage jar. A 

sherd of greyware, now broken into three, is harder to date. It is from a thin-walled 

vessel, in a fine sandy fabric. Its form was perhaps a beaker. Fill 89 produced a sherd of 

grog-tempered ware, in a very different fabric from the vessel in fill 88.  The soil sample 

taken from fill 89 also produced a small fragment of rounded ceramic, possibly pottery or 

daub. It is tempered with plant material, probably derived from animal dung. If this is a 

fragment of pottery it might be Saxon in date as that tempering method is most common 

in the early to middle Saxon period. 

 

Ditch 114 

Fill 115 produced a sherd of Roman greyware. It is a flaring everted rim in a medium 

sandy fabric. Neither fabric or form are diagnostic as to place of manufacture or date. Fill 

154 produced a single sherd of grog-tempered ware, probably the basal angle of a jar.  
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Ditch 212 

Fill 213 produced a single sherd of grog-tempered ware. The sherd comes from a thick 

walled, rounded vessel, perhaps a cooking pot or a storage jar.  

 

The Roman ceramic building material by A D Russel. 

Twenty two fragments of roman brick and tile were recovered. Most were small and 

heavily dissolved so forms could not be defined for most of the pieces. Most were in a 

Reading Beds fabric, sourced from the outer edges of the Southampton Basin, possibly 

from the Fairthorne kilns which lie on the Roman road from Southampton to Chichester.  

 

Ditch 20  

Fill 88 produced four small eroded fragments. Fill 89 produced a large (598g) fragment 

of a highly fired tile. At 38mm thick, this tile would have been suitable for capping pilae 

tiles in a hypocaust system. The same context also produced two fragments of tegula. 

Fill 21, the upper fill, which contained later material, did include a fragment of Roman 

tile. 

 

Ditch 114 

Fill 115 produced three fragments of eroded material. Fill 154 produced a single 

fragment in better condition, some 18mm thick.  

 

Ditch 212 

Fill 236 produced two fragments of tile. One is in a sandy fabric, not common among the 

building material from Clausentum.  

 

Other fragments of Roman building material came from contexts 5, 94 and 282, buried 

soils; and context 76, the fill of post-medieval pit 69. 

 

8. Conclusions. 

The few flint flakes and burnt flints recovered suggest prehistoric activity in the area of 

the site. The fact that six out of nine flakes and all three burnt flints came from the 

Romano-British ditches probably reflects the fact that these were hand excavated.  
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Three features, 20 in trench 8 and 114 and 212 in trench 6, were interpreted as linear 

features, probably ditches, dating from the Romano-British period (fig 10). An undated 

but very similar feature, 288 in trench 4, was probably another. Two other undated 

features, 231 in trench 7 and 294 in trench 4 (not investigated due to flooding) may have 

been similar. They may have been field boundaries and/or drainage ditches associated 

with organised agriculture. The presence of a few fragments of Romano-British building 

material in these features and as residual finds, suggests the presence of a structure in 

the vicinity. 

 

The post-medieval feature, 207, in trench 5 was located in the area of the estimated 

location of the house shown on the 1658 map and may have been related to it, possibly 

a foundation. It is likely that most of the residual post-medieval finds were related to its 

occupation. The stones in feature 46 may have been re-used material from it. 

 

Several layers were interpreted as remnants of a former ploughsoil that had probably 

developed through the medieval, post-medieval and early modern periods. These were 

present over most of the site and sealed the Romano-British features. The depth of the 

early modern and modern deposits in the west part of the investigated area, particularly 

those associated with the two phases of the bakery and the Wickes store, ranges from 

350mm in the east part of trench 2 to 1.8m in trench 5. This suggests that the ploughsoil 

and earlier deposits may also survive in the west part of the site, in the area of the 

Wickes building.  
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Appendix 1. Context list. 

Number/letter codes (e.g. 10YR 3/1) = Munsell soil colour codes. 

SA = stone abundance 

 

Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

1 all layer     concrete surface 

2 all layer    5 stone chippings  

3 8 layer     concrete  

4 8 layer 10YR 3/1 sandy silt loam 1 garden soil  

5 8 layer 10YR 4/3 silty clay loam 3 buried plough soil.  

6 8 layer 10YR 5/4 sandy loam 5 gravel, natural 

7 8 layer 10YR 4/2 loamy sand 4 rubble, mainly bricks  

8 8 layer 10YR 5/6 loamy sand 5 gravel  

9 8 unstrat     unstratified finds from tr 8. 

10 7 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 gravel  

11 7 fill     brick foundation, fill of 12  

12 7 feature     foundation trench 

13 7 feature     foundation trench  

14 7 fill     concrete foundation, fill of 13  

15 7 fill     brick foundation, fill of 13 

16 7  2.5Y 5/6 sand 2 sand, fill of 13 

17 7 layer 10YR 3/2 sandy loam 3 mixed deposit  

18 7 layer 10YR 3/2 silt loam 2 dark soil 

19 7 fill     rubble deposit, fill of 26  

20 8 feature     ditch 

21 8 fill 10YR 4/2 silty clay loam 2-3 fill of 20 

22 7 layer 10YR 5/4 sandy loam 5 gravel, natural,  

23 7 feature     service trench  

24 7 fill 10YR 3/2 silt loam 4 fill of 23 

25 7 layer     not recorded, same as 166? 

26 7 feature     depression 

27 7 feature     service trench  

28 7 fill     mixed soil, fill of 27  

29 7 feature     service trench  

30 7 fill     mixed soil, fill of 29 
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

31 
 3 layer     tarmac surface  

32 3 layer     limestone chippings  

33 3 layer     concrete  

34 3 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 gravel  

35 3  7.5YR 3/1 silt loam 5 gravel 

36 3 fill     brick wall, fill of 38 

37 3 fill     concrete foundation, fill of 38  

38 3 feature     foundation trench  

39 3, 2 layer 2.5Y 6/2 silty clay 5 gravel, natural. 

40 3 feature     possibly a service trench 

41 3      concrete, fill of 40  

42 3 layer     layer of bricks  

43 3 layer 10YR 4/1 sandy loam 3 mixed soils and rubble  

44 3 layer 10YR 4/2 silt loam 4 dark soil layer  

45 3 fill     stones, fill of 46  

46 3 feature     pit  

47 3 layer 10YR 4/1 mixed 4 dark grey soil  

48 8 feature     ditch,  

49 8 fill 10YR 3/2 sandy silt loam 5 fill of 48 

50 8 fill 10YR 4/3 silty clay loam 2 fill of 48 

51 8 fill 10YR 4/4 silty clay loam 3 fill of 48 

52 3  10YR 5/2 sandy clay loam 5 fill of 40  

53 3 fill    5 pea shingle, fill of 40 

54 3 fill 10YR 5/4 clay loam 1 fill of 85 

55 3 fill     limestone slabs, fill of 296  

56 3 fill     bricks, fill of 296 

57 3 layer 10YR 4/1   grey soil  

58 3 layer 2.5YR 6/2 clay 1 clay, natural, 

59 2, 3      concrete kerbstones  

60 2, 3 layer     soil of bank at east side of site  

61 8 feature     shallow depression  

62 8 fill 10YR 5/4 sand 3 fill of 61 

63 8 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy loam  fill of 82, same as 64 

64 8 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy loam  fill of 82 

65 8 layer 10YR 5/4 sandy loam 2 clay area in natural gravel 6. 
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

66 8 feature     same as 20 

67 8 fill 10YR 5/3 clay  fill of 20 

68 8 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy clay loam 3 fill of 20 

69 8 feature     pit 

70 8 fill 10YR 3/1 sandy silt loam 1 fill of 69 

71 8 fill 10YR 4/1 silt loam 3-4 fill of 69 

72 8 layer 2.5Y 6/2 sandy clay loam 1 clay, possibly natural, or fill of 20 

73 8 feature     foundation trench 

74 8 fill     brick wall, , fill of 73 

75 8 fill 2.5YR 5/2 clay 1 fill of 69 

76 8 fill 2.5Y 5/2 clay 1 fill of 69 

77 3 fill 10YR 4/1  4 fill of 46 

78 3 fill 10YR 4/1  4 stones, fill of 46  

79       not used 

80       not used 

81       not used 

82  feature     oval feature, 

83 8 feature     pit 

84 8 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy clay loam 2 fill of 83 

85 3 feature     shallow depression  

86 3 fill 10YR 4/1 silty clay loam 2 fill of 85 

87 3 layer 10YR 4/1 silty clay loam 3 dark soil  

88 8 fill 10YR 5/2 clay 3 fill of 20 

89 8 fill 10YR 5/2 clay 1 fill of 20 

90 3 fill 10YR 4/1 loam 4 fill of 38 

91 3 fill 10YR 3/1 silt loam 2 fill of 46 

92 8 fill 2.5Y 4/2 sandy clay 4 fill of 20 

93 7 layer 10YR 3/1 sandy silt loam 2 buried soil 

94 7 layer 10YR 4/3 silty clay loam 3 buried plough soil  

95 7 layer 10YR 5/3 loamy sand 4-5 same as 94 

96 7 feature     modern pit  

97 7 fill 10YR 3/2 sand  fill, of 96 

98 6 layer     tarmac, same as 31 

99 6 layer    5 same as 32  

100 6 layer     concrete  
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

101 6 layer     concrete  

102 6 layer    5 stone chippings 

103 6 layer     concrete  

104 6 layer   loamy sand 4-5 gravel 

105 6 feature     cut for brick structure 106  

106 6 fill     brick structure, possible cellar, fill of 105 

107 6 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy silt loam 4 fill of 105 

108 6 fill 10YR 6/3 fine sand  brick rubble fill in 106 

109 6 layer 2.5Y 7/4 fine sand 1 sand  

110 6 layer 10YR 3/1 silt loam 3-4 buried soil 

111 6 fill 10YR 5/6 sandy silt loam 1-2 fill of 180 

112 6 layer 10YR 5/2 sandy loam 5 natural gravel 

113 6 layer 2.5Y 4/2 silty clay loam 1  

114 6 feature     ditch 

115 6 fill 10YR 5/4 silty clay loam 2 fill of 114 

116 2 feature     large modern feature  

117 2 layer 10YR 4/1 sandy loam  rubble  

118 2 fill 10YR 4/1 sandy silt loam 3 fill of 147 

119 2 feature     modern feature  

120 2 fill 10YR 4/1 sandy loam 4 fill of 119 

121 2 feature     service trench 

122 2 fill 10YR 4/1 sandy loam 4 fill, of 121 

123 2 fill     concrete encased service, fill of 121  

124 2 fill     concrete foundation, fill of 125 

125 2      foundation trench  

126 2 fill     brick wall, fill of 125 

127 2 fill 10YR 3/1 loam 4 fill of 125 

128 2 fill 10YR 5/6 clay 1 natural clay  

129 2      small feature  

130 2 fill 10YR 4/2 silty clay loam 1 fill of 129 

131 2 layer 10YR 5/6 silty clay 3 clay , natural 

132 2 layer 10YR 4/1 silt loam 3 dark soil  

133 2 fill 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 gravel, fill of 116 

134 2      limestone chippings  

135 2 layer 10YR 4/1 sandy loam 3  
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

136 2 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay  gravel, fill of 116, same as 133  

137 2 layer 10YR 3/1 loam 3 fill of 116 

138 2 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay  gravel  

139 2 feature     foundation trench 

140 2 fill     brick wall, fill of 139 

141 2 fill     concrete foundation, fill of 139 

142 2 fill     soil & rubble fill of 139 

143 2 feature     post hole 

144 2 fill 10YR 3/1 silt loam 2 fill of post-pipe in 143 

145 2      unstratified finds, east end of tr 2  

146 2 fill     red ceramic drainpipe, fill of 147 

147 2 feature     service trench  

148 2 fill 10YR 5/6 silty clay 1 fill of 147 

149 2 fill 10YR 4/1 loam 3 soil and iron pipe, fill of 150 

150 2 feature     service trench 

151 2 fill 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 gravel, fill of 116, same as 133 

152 2 fill 10YR 4/4 sandy clay 2 fill of 116  

153 2 layer     thin layer of mortar.  

154 6 fill 10YR 5/2 silty clay 1 fill of 114 

155 7 layer 10YR 4/2 sandy silt loam 4  

156 7 layer     same as 155 

157 7 feature     same as 158  

158 7 layer 10YR 4/2 sandy silt loam 2  

159 7 layer 10YR 4/2  2 area of dark soil within 95 

160 7 layer     same as 93 

161 7 layer     same as 93 

162 7 fill     brick wall, fill of 163 

163 7 feature     foundation trench (164) 

164 7 fill 10R 4/1 ash & clinker  fill of 163, same as 175  

165 7 fill     fill of 163 

166 7 fill     mixed soils & pipe, fill of 166 

167 7 fill     brick wall, fill of 176  

168 7 fill     same as 167 

169 7 feature     service trench 

170 7      deleted 
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

171 7 feature     foundation trench 

172 7 layer 10YR 2/1 sand 1  

173 2 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy silt loam 2 fill of 143. 

174 7 layer 10YR 5/2 sandy clay loam  soil and rubble 
 

175 7 layer 10YR 4/2 loamy sand 3 fill of 163 

176 7 feature     foundation trench 

177 7 layer 10YR 5/2 sandy silt loam 2  

178 6 feature     possible wheel rut 

179 6 fill 10YR 5/4 loamy sand 2 fill of 178 

180 6 feature     irregular feature 

181 7 layer 10YR 4/6 sand (gravel) 4-5 natural gravel 

182 7 feature     service trench 

183 7 fill     mixed soil, brick, clay and rubble, fill of 182  

184 7 feature     service trench 

185 7 fill     plastic pipe and fill of 184 

186 4 layer     concrete  

187 4 fill 10YR 4/1 silty clay loam 4 fill of189 

188 4 fill 10YR 4/6 sandy clay loam 4 fill of189 

189 4      service trench 

190 4 fill 10YR 3/2 silty clay loam 4 fill of189 

191 4 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 gravel 

192 4 layer 10YR 3/1 silty clay loam 3 dark soil 

193 4 layer     brick rubble 

194 4 feature     service trench 

195 4 fill 10YR 3/2 silty clay loam 3 fill of 194 

196 4 fill     concrete, fill of 194 

197 4 layer     tarmac  

198 4 feature     cut for manhole 

199 4      brick manhole 

200 4 fill     limestone chippings, fill of 198 

201 5 feature     pit  

202 5 fill 10YR 3/1 silt loam 3 fill of 201. 

203 5 feature     pit or possible linear feature 

204 5 fill 10YR 4/1 silty clay loam 2 fill of 203 

205 5 feature 10YR 3/1   pit. 
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

206 5 fill 10YR 3/1 silt loam 3 fill of 205 

207 5 feature     possible foundation trench 

208 5 fill 10YR 5/3 clay loam 3 fill of 207 

209 5 unstrat     unstratified finds from t5  

210 6 feature     service trench  

211 6 fill 10YR 2/1 sand 1 steel pipe and crushed clinker, fill of 211 

212 6 feature     ditch  

213 6 fill 10YR 6/3 sandy clay 2 fill of 212 

214 5 layer     concrete  

215 5 layer 7.5YR 5/6 sandy clay 5 gravel 

216 5 layer 10YR 3/1 silt loam  dark soil & modern rubble 

217 5 layer 2.5Y 6/2 5  gravelly clay, natural 

218 5 feature     modern feature  

219 5 fill 10YR 5/4 sandy loam 4 fill of 218 

220 5 layer 10YR 3/1 silt loam 3 dark soil  

221 5 layer 10YR 5/3 clay loam 3 buried soil 

222 5 layer     brick and concrete rubble 

223 5 feature     foundation trench 

224 5 fill     concrete foundation, fill of 223 

225 5 fill     brick wall, fill of 223 

226 5 fill     rubble fill of 223. 

227 5 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 gravel 

228 5 layer 7.5YR 5/8 sandy clay 5 natural gravel  

229 5 feature     service trench  

230 5 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy clay loam 5 fill of 229 

231 7 feature     possible linear feature 

232 7 fill 10YR 6/6 sandy silt loam 2 fill of 231 

233 7 fill 10YR 5/1 silty clay 2 fill of 231  

234 6 fill 10YR 6/4 silty clay loam 3 fill of 212  

235 6 fill 10YR 5/2 sandy clay 1 fill of 212  

236 6 fill 10YR 6/3 sandy clay 3 fill of 212 

237 4 layer 2.5Y 6/2 silty clay 4 natural gravel 

238 4 layer     dark soil on yellow gravel 

239 4 fill     concrete, fill of 189 

240       not used 
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

241 7 fill 10YR 6/3 silty clay loam 3 fill of 231 

242 6 feature     service trench 

243 6 fill 10YR 2/1 loamy sand 2 steel pipe in fill of 243 

244 6 layer 10YR 4/3 silty clay loam 2 buried soil 

245 4 feature     foundation trench 

246 4 fill     brick foundation, fill of 245 

247 4 fill 10YR 2/1 sandy clay loam  fill of 251 

248 7 feature     ditch  

249 7 fill 5YR 4/1 loam clay 2 fill of 248 

250 4 layer     mortar  

251 4 feature     large feature 

252 4 layer 10YR 3/2 silty clay loam 2 dark soil 

253 4 layer 10YR 4/2 silty clay loam 3 buried soil 

254 4 layer 2.5YR 7/3 clay/ sandy clay 3-4 natural clay 

255 7 feature     possibly same as 13 

256 7 fill 10YR 3/2 silty clay loam 3 fill of 255 

257 7 layer 10YR 6/4 sandy clay 5 gravel 
 

258 4 fill 2.5Y 6/2 clay 5  fill of 294  

259 4 feature     cut for brick-lined drain 292 

260 4 fill 10YR 3/2   fill of brick-lined drain 292  

261 4 layer 2.5Y 4/4 clay loam 3 buried soil 

262 4 layer 5Y 2.5/1 sandy clay  buried soil 

263 4 fill 2.5Y 6/2 sandy clay 2 fill of 288 

264       not used 

265 6 feature     service trench  

266 6 fill     ceramic pipe & soil, fill of 266  

267 6 feature     trench for man hole  

268 6 fill     brick man hole  

269       not used 

270 3 fill     brick wall, fill of 272 

271 3 fill     brick wall, fill of 272 

272 3 feature     foundation cut for walls, east end of trench 3  

273 3 fill     brick wall, fill of 272 

274 3 layer 10YR 5/3 silty clay 2 same as 60 

275 3 fill 2.5Y 6/6  2 sand fill of 272 
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Context Trench Type Colour Texture SA Description 

276 3 layer     concrete  

277 3 layer 10YR 3/1 loam 4 dark soil  

278 3 layer     limestone chippings  

279 4 layer 10YR 4/2 sandy silt loam 2 buried soil 

280 3 feature     service trench  

281 3 fill     concrete, fill of 280 

282 3 layer 10YR 3/1 silty clay loam 3 dark soil 

283 3 layer 10YR 3/2 silty clay loam 4 dark soil  

284 4      service trench 

285 4 fill 10YR 5/3 sandy loam 4 fill of 284 

286 4 feature     service trench 

287 4 fill     ceramic pipe & gravel, fill of 286 

288 4 feature     ditch 

289 4 feature     service trench 

290 4 fill 10YR 4/2 sandy silt loam 4 ceramic pipe & soil, fill of 289 

291 4 fill     not recorded, soil fill of 245 

292 4 fill     brick lined drain, fill of 259 

293 5 layer     modern gravelly soil  

294 4 feature     possible feature  

295 2 layer     brick rubble 

296 3 feature     foundation 

297 6 layer     brick rubble 

298 6 layer     mixed soil & rubble 

299 6 layer     concrete 

300 6 layer     concrete 

301 6 fill     concrete, fill of 105 
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Appendix 2. Finds list. 

Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

4 CRMC FRAG 3 1 Electric Switch 

4 CRMC FRAG 6 1 Brick ? 

4 POT FRAG 9 1 flowerpot 

4 POT FRAG 10 1 Stoneware, 19th/20th Century 

4 POT FRAG 2 1 Post-medieval 

4 POT FRAG 15 1 Verwood 

4 POT FRAG 5 1 flowerpot 

4 POT FRAG 1 1 China, 19th/20th Century 

4 POT FRAG 13 1 Stoneware, 19th Century 

4 GLAS BOTL 71 1 19th Century 

4 GLAS BOTL 2 1 Modern 

4 GLAS FRAG 1 1 Oil lamp globe? 19th/20th Century 

4 GLAS FRAG 2 1 Bottle/jar, 19th century 

4 IRON NAIL 2 1 Modern 

4 METL OBJT 22 1 Battery 

5 SLAT TILR 45 1 West country slate 

5 SLAT TILR 41 1 West country slate 

5 STON COAL 4 1 coal 

5 CRMC BRIC 120 1 Roman 

5 CRMC BRIC 122 2 Roman 

5 CRMC TEG 2 1 Roman, tegula 

5 CRMC TILH 25 2 Hearth tile, Medieval ? 

5 CRMC TILR 28 1 Roof tile, Late medieval 

5 CRMC TILR 1 1 Roof tile, Post-medieval 

5 POT FRAG 15 1 Stoneware tankard, 18th/19th Century 

5 POT FRAG 2 1 Westerwald stoneware, 18th/19th Century 

5 POT FRAG 3 1 Verwood. 

5 POT FRAG 10 1 Stoneware, 18th/19th Century, burnt 

5 POT FRAG 13 1 flowerpot 
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Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

5 POT TGE 3 1 Tin-glazed earthenware, 17th/18th Century 

5 GLAS BOTL 21 1 19th Century 

5 CUAL BUKL 3 1 Shoe buckle? Late medieval/Post-medieval 

5 MINW CLNK 204 7 clinker 

5 MINW CLNK 33 2 clinker 

5 BONE FRAG 1 1 Burnt 

7 POT FRAG 14 1 Verwood, 16th-17th Century, evidence of 
base and rim 

7 POT FRAG 39 1 Verwood, 18th/19th Century 

7 GLAS FRAG 1 1 Moulded blue, 19th/20th Century 

9 GLAS BOTL 19 1 Small bottle, 19th/20th Century 

18 FLNT FLKE 6 1 Tertiary flake, edge damage, gloss patina. 
Burnt? 

18 PCLY TPIP 3 1 Early-Mid 18th Century 

18 POT FRAG 232 2 Verwood, rim sherds, 18th/19th Century 

18 POT FRAG 4 1 Late medieval-Post-medieval, earthenware 

18 POT FRAG 10 1 Pearlware, L18th/1E19th Century 

18 POT FRAG 3 1 China, 19th Century 

18 POT FRAG 26 1 Verwood, 18th/19th Century 

18 POT FRAG 10 1 Verwood, 18th/19th Century 

18 POT FRAG 15 1 China, Preserve Jar 

19 POT FRAG 80 1 Stoneware, Large jar 

21 FLNT FLKE 3 1 Secondary flake from pebble 

21 CRMC BRIC 73 1 Roman 

21 CRMC FRAG 7 1 Roman brick 

21 CRMC TILR 28 1 Roof tile, Late medieval 

21 IRON NAIL 68 1 nail 

45 AGG MRTR 468 2 lime mortar 

45 STON RUBL 1875 1 one flat surface, ? a broken block 

45 STON RUBL 2730 1 much lime mortar adhering 

49 STON RUBL 10 1 Chalk 
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Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

49 POT FRAG 5 1 Flowerpot 

50 CRMC FRAG 32 1 Brick ? 

50 PCLY TPIP 3 1 Early-Mid 18th Century 

55 STON RUBL 4950 1 some lime mortar 

55 STON RUBL 4040 1 much lime mortar 

55 STON SLAB 2650 1 worn from use in floor 

55 STON SLAB 4080 1 worn from use in floor 

56 CRMC BRIC 1718 1 Floorbrick, 19th/20th Century 

64 PCLY TPIP 5 1 Early-Mid 18th Century 

70 CRMC BRIC 37 1 19th/20th Century 

70 POT FRAG 3 1 Micaceous earthenware 

70 POT FRAG 5 1 Flower pot 

70 GLAS BOTL 5 1 19th Century 

71 CRMC FRAG 3 6 small fragments of soft brick or daub 

75 SLAT FRAG 22 1 West Country slate 

75 CRMC TILR 23 1 Late medieval roof tile 

76 STON COAL 10 1 Coal 

76 CRMC BRIC 37 1 Roman 

77 AGG MRTR 124 8 Lime mortar 

77 SLAT FRAG 3 2 West country slate 

77 SLAT FRAG 1 1 West country slate 

77 STON FRAG 34 1 Purbeck 

77 STON RUBL 62 1 Purbeck 

77 STON RUBL 61 1 Bembridge limestone 

77 STON RUBL 562 1 Broken granite boulder 

77 STON RUBL 178 1 granite rubble 

77 CRMC BRIC 24 1 Burnt, Post-medieval-Early mod 

77 CRMC BRIC 11 1 Post-medieval – modern 

77 CRMC BRIC 27 1 Post-medieval 

77 CRMC BRIC 4 1 Post-medieval 
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Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

77 CRMC BRIC 669 1 Post-medieval floorbrick 

77 CRMC BRIC 10 1 Post-medieval 

77 CRMC FRAG 3 2  

77 CRMC FRAG 5 1 Intrusive? 

77 CRMC FRAG 24 1 Post-medieval 

77 CRMC TILR 21 1 Roof tile, Post-medieval 

77 PCLY TPIP 2 1 Mid-Late 18th Century 

77 POT FRAG 4 1 18th Century Tankard, 'GR' engraved on it 

77 POT FRAG 4 1 Verwood, 18th/19th century 

77 POT FRAG 1 1 creamware 1750-1820 

77 POT FRAG 3 1 Verwood, Post-medieval-Early modern 

77 MINW CLNK 2 1 clinker 

77 BONE COW 101 2  

77 BONE MAMM 10 4  

78 AGG MRTR 87 6 Lime Mortar 

78 SLAT RUBL 5000 2 soft pink not roof slate 

78 STON RUBL 7285 1 fine pink igneous rock, subrounded 

78 STON RUBL 2100 1 hard white non-local limestone 

78 STON RUBL 1995 1 ?lias, Dorset 

78 STON RUBL 5150 1 rounded black /white granite 

78 CRMC FRAG 6 1 Brick ? Post-medieval ? 

78 CRMC FRAG 3 1 Brick ? Post-medieval ? 

78 POT FRAG 32 1 Verwood, 18th/19th Century 

84 CRMC FRAG 3 1 Brick ? 

84 CRMC FRAG 12 1 Brick ? 

88 CRMC FRAG 18 4 Roman ? 

88 POT FRAG 13 4 Late Roman grog-tempered 250-400 AD 

88 POT FRAG 1 1 Roman Samian 

88 POT FRAG 1 3 Rowlands Castle, Roman 

89 POT FRAG 1 1 Roman? Very abraded 
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Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

89 FLNT BURN 13 1 Burnt flint 

89 FLNT FLKE 23 1 Primary flake, hinge fracture 

89 STON RUBL 7 5 ironstone 

89 STON RUBL 159 4 ironstone 

89 CRMC BRIC 611 1 16th/17th Century or Roman ? 

89 CRMC BRIC 598 1 Roman brick 

89 CRMC TEG 51 2 Roman, tegula 

89 POT FRAG 3 1 Late Roman grog-tempered 

92 FLNT FLKE 4 1 Tertiary flake - heavy edge damage 

93 BONE BIRD 1 1 Chicken 

93 BONE MAMM 8 1 Sheep/pig 

94 CRMC BRIC 4 1 Dutch 

94 CRMC BRIC 3 1  

94 PCLY TPIP 1 1 Early –Mid 18th Century 

94 PCLY TPIP 3 1 Mid-Late 18th Century 

94 PCLY TPIP 3 1 Late 17th-Early18th Century 

94 PCLY TPIP 1 1  

94 PCLY TPIP 3 2 Late 18th-19th Century 

94 PCLY TPIP 1 1 Mid-Late 18th Century 

94 POT FRAG 5 1 19th Century 

94 POT FRAG 5 1 Flowerpot, 19th/20th Century 

94 POT FRAG 3 1 Creamware, 1750-1820 

94 POT FRAG 3 1 Cook pot, local red ware 

94 POT FRAG 19 2 Stoneware, 20th Century 

94 POT FRAG 4 1 Creamware, 1750-1800 

94 POT FRAG 1 1 Creamware, 1750-1820 

94 CUAL OBJT 2 1 Curved 

94 IRON NAIL 3 1  

94 IRON NAIL 6 1 Possible nail 

94 IRON OBJT 5 2  
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Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

94 IRON OBJT 27 2 Possible nail, 2 frags 

94 IRON OBJT 3 1 Possible nail 

94 IRON OBJT 11 1 Possible nail 

94 IRON OBJT 99 1 Perforated, flat bar, part of tool? 

94 BONE MAMM 15 4 Cow ? 

94 BONE MAMM 15 2  

97 PCLY TPIP 1 1 Mid-Late 18th Century 

97 SLAG MSLG 3 1 slag 

97 BONE MAMM 2 1  

111 FLNT FLKE 5 1 Secondary flake. Proximal end missing. 
Flawed flint 

113 POT FRAG 6 2 Flowerpot 

115 FLNT FLKE 5 1 Primary flake from pebble 

115 FLNT FLKE 17 1 Flake or flake fragment - no cortex. Thick 

115 FLNT FLKE 1 1 Tertiary flake. Distal end missing?  

115 CRMC FRAG 67 2 Roman 

115 CRMC FRAG 1 1 Roman brick? Very abraded 

115 POT FRAG 15 2 Everted rim, RC Ware 

144 GLAS BOTL 11 1 19th Century 

145 CUAL FITT 5 1 Disc-shaped fitting, embossed with floral 
motif 

154 CRMC BRIC 31 1 Roman 

154 POT FRAG 10 1 Roman grog-tempered 

202 PCLY TPIP 2 1 L18-19th Century, 'Cleever' Southampton 

202 POT BOTL 81 1 Stoneware 'Blacking bottle', 19th Century 

202 POT FRAG 6 1 China, 1850-1950 

202 POT FRAG 7 1 China, 1850-1950 

202 GLAS BOTL 31 1 19th Century 

204 FLNT FLKE 6 1 Secondary flake - edge damage 

204 POT FRAG 835 11 Verwood, Base, many sherds fit 

204 POT FRAG 70 1 Kitchen Bowl, rim 
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Context 
no 

Mat 
Type 

Find 
Type 

Wgt 
(gm) 

No of 
frag Description 

204 GLAS BOTL 7 1 19th Century 

206 POT FRAG 281 4 Large china bowl, many sherds fit together 

206 POT FRAG 261 1 Fareham, base, 19th -20th century 

208 SLAT RUBL 1337 1 grey and pink soft 

208 SLAT TILR 1467 3 Roof slate 

208 STON RUBL 1530 1 Flint rubble 

208 CRMC BRIC 795 1 Post-medieval, very abraded 

208 CRMC BRIC 217 1 Post-medieval 

208 CRMC BRIC 540 1 Post-medieval, Reading Beds 

208 CRMC BRIC 331 1 Dutch, but too thick for Late medieval 

209 CRMC BRIC 199 1 Post-medieval 

209 CRMC BRIC 879 1 Post-medieval, floor brick 

209 POT FRAG 98 1 Kitchen Bowl, 19th Century, rim 

209 POT FRAG 48 1 Local, sandy, base, 16th/17th Century 

209 POT FRAG 17 1 English stoneware, base 

209 POT FRAG 226 1 Verwood, rim, 18th-19th Century 

213 FLNT BURN 35 2 Burnt flint 

213 POT FRAG 23 1 Roman grog-tempered 

235 FLNT BURN 22 1 Burnt flint 

236 CRMC BRIC 83 1 Roman 

236 CRMC BRIC 39 1 Roman 

249 CRMC TILR 8 1 Post-medieval roof tile 

249 PCLY TPIP 4 1 'Browne' Early-Mid 18th century 

282 CRMC BRIC 17 1 Roman 

282 CRMC FRAG 4 1  

282 PCLY TPIP 3 1 Early-Mid 17th Century 
 


